BLOCKCHAIN

Unchaining business
through the Blockchain
Immutability, adaptability, complete transparency and security of transactions.
In our White Paper, we explain how the Blockchain is reaching "maturity".
Creating new opportunities to innovate business and organisational models.

In 2020, global spending on Blockchain
solutions exceeded 4 billion dollars, representing
an increase of more than 50% compared to
2019. This growth, however, is just the start.
According to the ldc Worldwide Blockchain
Spending Guide, investment in this technology
will continue to grow over the next few years,
reaching almost 18 billion dollars in 2024.

These figures confirm that in a world where
data is a fundamental asset for doing business,
as is the ability to operate in real time with
secure and guaranteed information,
the Blockchain's technological weight
is becoming increasingly clear.

The Blockchain is a distributed, decentralised, public or private registry
of encrypted and permanent blocks of transactions shared by all participants
in an ecosystem.
The benefits of Blockchains

Trust
and Accountability
by ensuring mutual accountability
between stakeholders

High availability
and resilience
by ensuring integrity and continuity to critical
processes, even in hostile environments

Single
point of truth
by maintaining multiple and synchronized
instance of the same processes

The Blockchain is an extraordinary architecture that permits new business models based on the delegation of trust to technology. Different
actors belonging to the same ecosystem and operating on certified data can exchange information and value without having to worry about
the consistency of transactions. In the same way, by using some Blockchains, it is possible to guarantee the existence of information
at a given time and the immutability of the data itself over time.
The engineering sector in particular appreciates the use of these technologies within qualifying technological ecosystems, because
their unique features allow for innovative solutions based on completely new business models with huge potential.
Massimo Canducci
Chief Innovation Officer - Engineering
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How is Blockchain changing our worlds?
The World
We Live In

The World
That Looks After Us

The World
We Work In

Smart Energy & Utilities: to manage
the supply of energy, including energy
from renewable sources

Smart Transportation: to manage
ticketing, from distribution of tickets
to refunds

Digital Media: to manage author rights
and guarantee the secure exchange
of information

Augmented City: to manage
e-mobility and support local bodies
in money collecting

Smart Government: for the notarisation
and certification of documents

Digital Defense: for the secure
exchange of information and
to combat digital identity violations

E-Health: for the secure sharing
of health data and the monitoring
of vaccine production

Digital Industry: to guarantee a safe
and decentralised production process

Digital Finance: for interoperability
between various institutions and to
acilitate the use of Smart Contracts

Digital Retail: to guarantee the product
story and manage loyalty programmes

Smart Agriculture: to guarantee
the sustainability of the entire
food chain

Our Enabling Technologies

Our Blockchain capabilities
Engineering
Blockchain-As-A-Service (EBAAS)
Based on our own platform, this is a service-based system offering notarisation
as a service for other platforms and applications.
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This is based on our own service infrastructure, which uses the Hyperledger
Fabric open source platform - currently the most flexible, secure
and market-ready option available
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